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Since its establishment in 2006, the crew here at Solamagic has
been working hard to increase the heating performance of our
heating lamps and at the same time minimizing energy consumption. As such, it warms our hearts when our products are praised by
external testing institutions.
Test winner in the DIY magazine Selber Machen
Our newest Solamagic ECO+ line of products have been selected as
best in test by the highly rated German technology DIY magazine
Selber Machen. Here, Solamagic was competing against a competent field made up of all the largest European quality manufacturers, including AEG, Burda and Tansun.
The scoring was divided into 6 levels with ‘excellent’ and ‘very
good’ at the top of the scale. As the only manufacturer, Solamagic
received ‘excellent’ scores in heating performance, and was also the
only manufacturer to receive an overall evaluation of ‘very good’.

In other words, Solamagic 1400 ECO+ with HeLeN IR® technology is
39-67% more effective than the average heating lamp from another
established European manufacturer. Furthermore, Solamagic 1400
ECO+ uses 8-12% less energy!
Quality approved by TüV
Solamagic is also the only manufacturer of heating lamps that is
quality approved by TüV. This is due to the strict internal quality
control at our factories in Germany.

Test winner at the quality control institute TüV
Our popular heating lamp Solamagic 1400 ECO+ has also been
tested by TüV in Germany, where it was pitted against products
from 9 other European manufacturers.

About Solamagic ECO+
Our ECO+ series is based on modern HeLeN IR® technology, which
is the most environmentally friendly and efficient technology for
heating outdoor areas. This is in part due to our HeLeN IR heating
element having an extremely high energy utilization.

The result of TüV’s extensive testing speaks for itself. Our ECO+
products are quite simply “excellent in heating performance”. The
table below illustrates the difference between Solamagic 1400 ECO+
and another European manufacturer of 1500 W heating lamps.

Innovation and quality awareness
Innovation and quality has always been the founding principles of
Solamagic. All our products are developed, designed and produced
at our own factories in Germany, where nothing is left to chance.

Result of TüV’s performance test:
How effective Solamagic is in heating compared to other heating lamps
Actual
temperature

Area heated with
Solamagic 1400ECO+

Area heated with
average 1500W lamp

How much more
effective Solamagic is

17 °C

13 m2

8 m2

39%

15 °C

11 m

2

6m

45%

13 °C

9m

2

3m

67%

2

2

The test was conducted with winds at 2 m/s.
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